Inaugural Induction Ceremony
Monday, November 28th
6:00-7:30pm
Grand Palm Room
Florida Atlantic University

Welcome .................................................................................. Dr. Keven Allen Jr.
History and Principles ...................................................... Halaina Hahn & Tyra Smith
New Member Initiation Ceremony ...................................... Abigail Augustin
Faculty Inductee Remarks ................................................ Dr. Cristobal Salinas
Alumni Inductee Remarks .................................................. Ms. Neasha Prince
Closing Remarks ................................................................. Dr. Keven Allen Jr.

CHAPTER ADVISORS & OFFICERS

Dr. Keven Allen & Ms. Jennifer Parra .................................. Staff Advisors
Genesis Hernandez ................................................................ President
Abigail Augustin .................................................................. Vice President
DeAnna Wilson .................................................................... Secretary
Tyra Smith .......................................................................... Treasurer
Halaina Hahn ...................................................................... Historian
Inductees
Fall 2022

Reina Aguilar
NayaNira Alanis
Melissa Allen
Karissah Barr
Judeline Barthelemy
Julia Bartolon Loaiza
Allyson Berrios de Gacharna
Sarah Binko
Michelle Bravo
Priscila Buono
Nico Cales
Alexandra Calvo
Vanessa Camille
Christina Campbell
Juna Charlemagne-Noel
Claudia Chirino
JoVonnda Chresfield
Natalie Chung
Mara Cijulus
Erin Clark
Sabrina Clayton
Bryanna Cobos
Sandy Cole
Paola Corrales
Vanessa Cueva
Alyssa Cusumano
Maisha Daley
Aneisha Daniel
Anthy Dau
Cheyenne Davis
Ronney Davis
Ednique Davis
Zachary Davis
Denise Davis
Travis Duval Devendorf
Kristen Diaz Echevarria
Nicholas Persad Doorgasingh
Rodshaun Dorsey
Florence Ducharme
Karen Duhaney Guy
Dalene Dumerlus
Navelet Elie McKenzie
Marie Shella Erisme
Charlize Estela
Daniella Fatakhova
Sarah Fine
Yulia Forest
Eric Foster II
Vanessa Francis
Lexus Freeman
Cassandra Gachette
Mila Garcia
Carolina Garcia
Samantha Garfias
Jennifer Giordano
Mary Helen Goncalves Dos Santos
Char’Daajah Griffin
Jessica Griffith
Isabella Grosser
Jany Guedes
Tabitha Haddeland
Aliza Hansen
Steven Harris
Antoinette Harvey
Chelsea Hayes
Shernira Hurtault
Anne Marie Isaken
Kalebba Jacobs-Reed
Shannon James
Melony James
Michaelle Kendialie Jean Baptiste
Guideson Jean-Louis
Lavern Jimenez
John Jordan Cobb
Woodeline Joseph
Jonald Joseph
Magalin Joseph
Diana Joseph
Julia Kay
Mindy Knowles
Anthony Kontogiannis
Gedalia Levis
Rachel Louise
Brigit Lovera
Danielle Luciano
Peta-Gaye Mais
Richelle Majeskie
Parbattie Manbodh
Liz-Marie Mandan
Keyon McDavis Sr.
Latidra McFarlane
Megan McGrath
Kadian McIntosh-Rosales
Jaidyn McLain
Reneesha McNeil
Karla Menchu-Saban
Tyler Messersmith

Caroline Miller
Melissa Molina
Kenty Mompremier
Shana Neff
Cuong Nguyen
Jennifer Numa
Sandra M Nunez
Ivian Nunez De Villavicencio
Juliana Osphina
Rebecca Lynn Peirce
Melissa Phillips-Hill
Jacklyn Pinedo
Cristina Pisciotta
Shantia Powell
Medgine Present
Neasha Prince
Micheline Pubien
Jennifer Rankin
Mishca Ricketts
Millie Rivera
Isabella Rodriguez
Madisyn Rodriguez
Ariadna Rojas Corzo
Shannon Rose
Dr. Cristobal Salinas
James Sanon
Frank Seitz
Emily Seymour
Tassiah Shannon
Peyton Sibert
Tyra Smith
Isabel Springer
The Purpose of Tri-Alpha

Alpha Alpha Alpha (Tri-Alpha) Honor Society is a nonprofit (501(c)3) chapter-based membership organization located at colleges and universities within the United States. An active Tri-Alpha chapter promotes academic excellence and provides opportunities for personal growth, leadership development, and campus and community service for first-generation college students.

The Pledge

Being first can be hard; being first can be scary; being first can be exciting. As part of the first generation in your family to go to college, you are a source of pride and guidance to others.

By accepting membership in the Tri-Alpha honor society, you recognize your responsibility to your family and to future generations of first, to finish what you started, to be their compass leading them to their destination when the way seems uncertain, to be their light in darkness, and to support others in their own journeys of “firsts.”

By accepting membership in the Tri-Alpha honor society, you accept the obligation of thanking those who paved the way before you, and who made this journey possible for you.

By accepting membership in the Tri-Alpha honor society, you accept the responsibility of helping others as you have been helped, or as you perhaps wish you had been helped, to serve as mentors and guides for the next group of students to step foot on a college campus, as the first in their family or circle of friends.

By accepting membership in the Tri-Alpha honor society, you have an obligation to take pride in your achievements and share your story, so that others learn of your accomplishments and can share in the joy of your successes.